


Life Energy Designs Ltd.

www.lifeenergysolutions.com

Products that improve the quality of life.

Our Energy Balancing and ElectroMagnetic Field

( EMF ) protection devices are unique in design

and performance.

Ask your practitioner / retailer to help determine the

best product for you.

All our products are made in New Zealand.

http://:@www.lifeenergysolutions.com/


“ When energy is out of balance so is the world ” Anon

Life-energy, also known as Ki, Chi, Prana, Zero

point or Orgone is, the basic building block of life as

we know it.

Have enough of it pulsing in and around your body

and you will almost certainly be

healthy and vital.

Have too little or unbalanced life-energy and you will

more than likely be unwell or depressed.

Scientist now recognize that every thing is made of

energy. We are energetic beings moving through and interacting with

a sea of energy.

When this energy becomes disturbed by negative events or negative

people it affects everyone.

When energy becomes unbalanced ( negative ) people become sick.

Disturbed energy in people expresses itself as

sickness both mentally and physically. Dis-ease,

according to all Eastern medical traditions ( and

most Western holistic practice ) is ultimately

caused by an energy imbalance within the body.



Places retain that disturbed energy.

You know what it is like when you are around negative people? It

rubs off on you. They go but they leave their negative energy with

you. It affects you – makes you feel “ out of sorts” . You need to

clear that away as quickly as possible – to turn the negative energy

into positive.

Negative energy has to be

brought back to balance.

In the case of both people and

places that negative,

unbalanced energy has to be

brought back to balance to allow

people to be healed and places

to be cleansed.

Our devices can do just that!

We have both space balancing solutions and personal energy

solutions.

 “ Since buying your energy balancing device my son's mood swings

have improved dramatically. Also, the house is noticeably more

harmonious, I am sleeping better, and

have more energy. ”

Joyce Bryers Northcote, N.Z

.

The p.e.bal  ( pyramid energy balancer )



How Life Energy Designs Devices work

To balance any unbalanced energy we have taken scientist

Wilhelm Reich's technology that moves Orgone or life-energy in a

massive way. We have added vortex technology and sacred

geometry ( with the p.e.bal ) to enhance the effect. This energy is

then balanced or harmonized using high quality, energetically

treated, quartz crystals. This combination results in the most potent

energy balancers available today.

What our energy balancing devices will do for you:

Cleanse you energy field ( aura )

Aid recovery from dis-ease

Boost your immune system

Protect you from EMF ( Electro Magnetic Fields )

Balance your energy centers ( chakras )

Emotionally calming

Lift depression

Cure night terrors

Cure insomnia

Alleviate pain

Protect you against other peoples negative energies

Clear houses/buildings/land

Calm hyperactive kids

Bring harmony to any relationship/situation

Assist in reaching a meditative state



What is EMF and how does it affect you?

EMF is produced by all electrical appliances and

wires/cables that carry electricity.

We all know that power lines, microwaves, cell

phones and computers are not so good for us but

don't realize that a sewing machine, bedside clock, TVs, vacuum

cleaners, hair dryers, electric shavers, remote controls, baby

monitors, irons, cordless phones, energy saving bulbs, fridges,

ovens, washing/drying machines,  electric drills and even the car

we drive ( to name but a few ) are also harming us by radiating us

with EMF.

We can not escape EMF radiation – it is everywhere. It attacks us

- is a foreign invader which our

immune system is constantly

fighting. While our immune

system is fighting this unseen

enemy we are in a constant

flight or fight situation and never

relaxing. Sickness, stress and

insomnia are the result!

The bugs, bacteria and viruses are creeping in the back door

undetected. We get sick and some times very, very sick because

our immune system is otherwise engaged and not able to do its job

of protecting us. Every thing goes haywire because we, as perfectly

engineered beings, are being subjected to an outside influence that

we were not designed to cope with!



Numerous studies have proved that EMF causes a reduction

in melatonin, as well as higher levels of serotonin.

This causes these problems:

Inability to deal with fevers

Insomnia

Increased risk of heart disease and arteriosclerosis

Increased cholesterol

Increased blood pressure

possibility of developing blood clots

Increased risk of strokes

Miscarriages

Sexual problems. Low sperm counts.

Reduced T cells which attack cancer and virus cells.

They also help prevent: -Alzheimer's disease -Lou Gering disease

-Parkinson's disease -Multiple sclerosis.

We can't and don't want to live with out the convenience of modern

technology - so where do we go from here? Protection!!



Our solutions balance Energy and protect from EMF

"I had started to get really sore ears because of using a new

cordless phone. I've been wearing my Nu-Me pendant consistently

and using the cordless as little as possible, and my ears are better.

It is such a relief!"

Catherine Desorgher, Auckland, New Zealand

Aura Testing

( d one with aura imaging technology www.aura.net)

1 2 3

1.  This was a stable picture of a male adult subject ’ s energy field

or aura. His chakras were out of balance.

2. We added a live cell phone ( not communicating ) which

destabilized his aura completely.

3. We then put a Nu-Me protective pendant  around the man ’ s

neck. It cleared his aura and balanced his energy centres

( c hakras ) within 2 minutes.

http://:@www.aura.net)/


Pyramid Energy Balancer

The p.e.bal generates a protective energy field of over 18 yards

( 1 8 metres ) radius. You will be able to feel this energy with your

hands. It uses no batteries. It has no moving parts. It requires no

maintenance. Every home and work place should have one.

The P.e.bal ® ( Pyramid Energy BALancer )

This is the now the strongest device that we produce. The p.e.bal

represents an evolution in energy balancing technology that is

unique to us.

It still owes its major function to Wilhelm Reich's energy-moving

technology but this has been dramatically enhanced using a

combination of vortex and pyramid geometry technology.

The p.e.bal starts to move energy over 4km away, meaning that

your home or work place is a simple job for it. It has a protective

energy field of about 18m ( 19.5 yards ) radius - more than

adequate to protect a house or most buildings.

Despite its power, the p.e.bal is very compact at only 4cm

( 1 .57" ) high with 6cm x

6cm ( 2.36" ) at the

base ( approx ) . It is

cast in pewter and

engraved with symbols

representing healing and

balancing.



The Nu-Me ® Pendant

THE NU-Me Pendant  is the same

technology as the p.e.bal.  Because it

sits all day in your energy field it is

constantly balancing your energy

centres ( very calming ) , boosts your

immune system and protects you 24/7.

The Nu-Me comes in two sizes

and two finishes - copper and

silver. Both sizes are big enough

to afford full protection from EMF

but the smaller size, the Nu-Me

compact is less powerful

energetically and is especially

recommended for children, and the

energy sensitive.

For those people that do not want

to wear a pendant we have a clip-

on version that can be fastened to

a belt, waste-band or to under

wear. This is in silver finish only.



What the P.e.bal ® does

Promotes deep and restful sleep.

Protects your home or workplace from EMF / Geopathic stress.

Makes any house into a peaceful and harmonious home.

Radiates tangible energy without batteries or wiring!!! ( feeling is be-

lieving ) .

Disguises itself as a great looking ornament for the home or workplace.

Clears buildings/land of disturbed energy.

Assists any healing process.

And much more

The p.e.bal comes in a free hand woven palm leaf trinket box.

What the Nu-Me ® pendant does

The Nu-Me Pendant not only protects from electro-magnetic pollution, it:

Is a stunning, easy to wear EMF protective pendant.

Offers great choice of 2 sizes in both copper and silver finish.

Balances the energy centers of the body (chakras ) .

Reduces stress and is calming emotionally.

Promotes restful sleep.

Energizes.

Assists mental alertness / learning abilities.

Supports the immune system

Promotes wellness.

And much more.

The Nu-Me Pendant comes with a free rubber fashion cord.



The Negater Shell.

The Negater “ Shell ” starts to move

energy over 2km away. It has a

protective energy field of about 8-9m or 8

-9 yards ( approx ) radius - more than

adequate to protect the average house,

buildings or land.

A real shell was used as the mold to cast The Negater “ Shell ”

which means that is as beautiful as only nature ’ s creations can

be.  Small enough to hold in your hand it is easily transportable

and tactile enough so that you want to hold it. When the Shell is

held it is working within your own bio-energy field ( in the same

way as the Nu-Me pendant ) and so is

calming and relaxing. This is especially

important for insomniacs – hold it before

going to bed and eliminate the days stress

so that you go to bed nice and relaxed.

The Negater “Shell ” , which is cast in pewter:

Promotes deep and restful sleep.

Cures night terrors

Protects your home or workplace from EMF / Geopathic stress.

Makes any house into a peaceful and harmonious home.

Radiates tangible energy without batteries or wiring!!!

Was designed by nature and looks stunning.

Is tactile and fits perfectly in a hand.

Is a great tool for meditation.

Is easily transportable.

Is unique.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT the p.e.bal® (applies to Negater Shell also)

Q: How quickly will my p.e.bal® start working?
A: Immediately, it is constantly moving subtle energy, and balancing it. Don’t for-
get that some people have to adjust the distance from the bed to cure their in-
somnia. For most people right beside the bed works best. If you find this over
energising try it the other side of the bedroom.

Q: Can I move my p.e.bal®?
A:Yes, it is of a convenient size to take with you everywhere! You can take the
p.e.bal® to and from work so that you can maximize the benefits and protection
from it.

Q: Can I have more than one in a house/room?
A: Yes, we live with many! It may take a little time to adjust to their energy - ex-
periment with their positioning. The benefits of having more than one is that they
can used as a personal balancer. Having one in your own room or space means
that it is possible to hold the p.e.bal® when ever you feel particularly out of bal-
ance (low, stressed, anxious, hyperactive etc). They are then interacting with
your energy field very fast. This particularly beneficial for those people that suf-
fer from insomnia.

Q: Will my Nu-Me Pendant interfere with the p.e.bal?
A: No. They both use the same basic technology so work in harmony and en-
hance each other.

Q: Do I need a Nu-Me Pendant if I have a P.e.bal?
A: The Nu-Me Pendant is with you all day because you wear it so it is continuing
to protect and balance you when you are out of range of your p.e.bal.

Q: Is the Energy/protective field stopped by walls?
A: No, within its field of operation nothing stops its efficiency. The p.e.bal® will
balance a house and its occupants and puts out a protective field against EMF
Pollution of 16 meters in all directions

Q : Do they need maintenance?
A: No, except for a quick dusting!

Q: Does my p.e.bal® need to be aligned North South.
A: No.

Q: Will the energy from the p.e.bal® harm my baby/children?
A: No, No, No, it will benefit them greatly, at the very least from EMF Pollution.
Our testimonials relating to the p.ebal and the Negater (the p.e.bal’s older
brother) show how many benefits parents have found- such as with hyperactive,
depressed or introverted children, nightmares, travel sickness, insomnia, behav-
ioural problems, the list is endless. Children benefit from the p.e.bal® as much
(in our opinion, more) than adults.



FAQ ABOUT the NU-Me® Pendant & The Nu-Me®  Compact

Pendant.

The Nu-Me® and Nu-Me® Compact. All of the answers equally relate to both products.

Some Q/A refer only to the copper version and not the silver.

Q: Will the Nu-Me® cure any illness or prevent cancer?

A: The Nu-Me® boosts your immune system and balances your energy field

( c hakras ) . It is not sold as a medical device, if you are sick you should

consult your chosen health care professional. Most qualified health care

professionals will tell you that your immune system, when working efficiently

( i s not under stress from EMF ) enables the body to “ self heal ” .

Q: Can I share my Nu-Me® with others. I have been told that with some

protective pendants you can ’ t?

A: Yes you can share the Nu-Me®.

Q Do I need to put my pendant in the sunlight to “ recharge ” it. Some

protective pendants you do?

A: No. The technology of these pendants is unclear but the technology used

in our Nu-Me pendants does not require this.

Q: can I use a chain with my Nu-Me®?

A: Yes.

Q: How quickly will my Nu-Me® start working?

A: Immediately.

Q: Will I feel any benefits immediately?

A: Most people do, usually increased energy, feeling calmer, thinking more

clearly, and a feeling of general well being.

A few people find the energy of the Nu-Me® very strong. They should wear

their Nu-Me ®for two hours and then take it off for two hours for about two

days until their bodies have adjusted to the energy. 99% of people easily

make this adjustment. The energy of the Compact is much gentle so if you

continue to find the energies of the Nu-Me® too strong contact us for an

exchange.



Q: how does my Nu-Me® work?

A: It uses a variation on Wilhelm Reich ’ s technology to move vast amounts of

Orgone / Life-energy through high quality American quartz crystals so

balancing your energy system and generating a protective harmonizing energy

field at the same time.

Q: Will my Nu-Me® protect me from my cell phone?

A: Yes. It provides complete protection against phones in stand-by mode and

much protection from an active phone, but NOTHING provides 100%

protection against a cell phone when in use next to the head.

Q: will my Nu-Me® protect me from all EMF?

A: Yes.

Q: how long will my Nu-Me®  last?

A: With reasonable care indefinitely.

Q: What is the difference between the Nu-Me® and the Compact?

A: The energy of the Nu-Me® is gentler – but is perfectly adequate to protect

and balance an adult. We do not recommend the Nu-Me® for children under

12 years (Compacts are great for kids old enough to wear a pendant ) .

Q: Why do the Nu-Me® and the Compact cost the same?

A: Because the components in them are exactly the same and they cost us

exactly the same to produce. The Compact is not a “ lesser ” product.

Q: Have I got to wear my Nu-Me® round my neck?

A: No, but that is where it is most affective for balancing your energy field

( a ura ) as it is on your central meridian line. To protect against EMF it can be

worn anywhere on the body – like in a pocket. Females often fasten it in their

bra ( its then on the meridian line ) .The Nu-Me clip-on is also available for

those who do not want to wear a pendant.

Q: can I wear my Nu-Me® any way around?

A: You should wear it with the copper/silver back next to your body either next

to your skin or over your clothes.

Q: can I wear my Nu-Me® in the shower?

A: Yes. But we recommend that you take it off when swimming.



Q: can I wear my Nu-Me® in bed?

A: Yes but if you prefer put it under your pillow. Keep it close to you so

that it is continuing to do its work – which is to protect you. You will also

ensure having a good night ’ s sleep.

Q: How can I prove my Nu-Me® is working for me – I don’ t feel any dif-

ferent?

A: If you haven ’ t consciously noticed a difference while wearing your Nu-

Me® take it off for a couple of days. Then put it back on. See how you felt

with and without it. You will be surprised. We are good at adjusting to

changes and often don ’ t even notice them.

Q: can I wear my Nu-Me® with other jewelry or crystals?

A: Yes. It will enhance your crystal jewelry and even energetically clean it.

Q: Is there any difference between magnetic products and Life energy

products – the Nu-Me® and p.e.bal®?

A: They are completely different. Magnetic therapy claims to relieve pain.

Our products balance life energy, protect from EMF and boost the immune

system.



Testimonials

"just wanted to mention that i received today a nu-me pendant. I must say that i am very

impressed with the quality of it. and after i put it on i felt as though i was in a ¨bubble¨"

Rayesh in Southern India

"I gave a small silver Nu-Me to my 14 year old daughter and the number of mood swings

and arguments has drastically reduced. I also use the p.e.bal at work by the computer and

it has made a difference in reducing stress levels"

Chris Brown, Hypnotherapist, Auckland, N.Z.

"We are loving our nu-me pendant and negator shell.I can't tell you how excited we are to

have them. We are feeling tangible differences -- and yesterday, my energy was so bal-

anced throughout the day and after about an hour of wearing the nu-me pendant I felt a

light euphoria. I noticed I was smiling more on the inside throughout the day too. Great

products."

Jeff Forte Tujunga, CA United States.

"Before using the p.e.bal I had difficulty sleeping and after having had it a couple of nights

found I was able to sleep for up to 7 hours. However I showed the p.e.bal to a relative who

was very keen on trying it out. Hence I handed mine to her and she has found it is helping

her in all sorts of ways - more harmony at home and at work. Hence I need to get another

one for myself."

Marlene Hunter,Christchurch, New Zealand

"Good day to you David. I am overwhelmed with the affect your Negater has had on my life

since purchasing from you. It is an absolute blessing to be experiencing night after night of

resting sleep. Additionally, negative thoughts are a thing of the past for me, and the same

affect has been achieved in my work environment since standing it there. Thus, I would like

to order 4 more for areas that I feel they will contribute to. Kind regards."

John Hillyer, Christchurch, N.Z

The nu-me's and the p.e.bal arrived. They seem fantastic thus far. Impressive quality too

( y ou never can tell ordering over the internet, but these are solid and very good looking ) .

As well as powerful. My wife had never been able to feel energy fields before ( from crys-

tals etc ) , but felt it immediately from both the nu-me and p.e.bal.

S. Madison, Sydney, Australia

"I am not sure how to thank you enough! We had - yes had! 2 eight year old boys ( twins )

waking up screaming every other night with what is known as night terrors. When we read

that your devices* helped with sleeping so we thought we would give it a try. It has been 3

weeks now with both sleeping through the night. Amazing!"

Julie. S, Palmerston North, N.Z


